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Eden Lancaster just experienced heartbreak, but instead of holding grudges or wallowing in self

pity, she decided to embrace her free spirit and let loose. When she meets Camedon Price, a

mysterious bad boy that she can't help but to be drawn to, Eden knows that he could be the one to

help her reclaim her inner wild child.Camedon Price owns an exclusive business that caters to an

elite crowd. In the mist of someone trying to ruin him, he meets an ebony angel that he can't get out

of his mind, and the attraction between the two is combustible. Will Eden be able to fully let go of

her conservative views and take a walk on the wild side with a bad boy that definitely has devilish

intentions, or will Camedon's lifestyle be too much for her?Be advised this BWWM book contains

very hot and erotic scenes,and very strong language.
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Camedon and Eden met when she went to his business for an insurance issue. They decided to

explore the connection they felt between one another. Meanwhile, the threat to Camedon's

business spilled over into his personal life threatening Eden too.Great book!



Kasey this book is another awesome story. I love your writing. Cam and Eden story was really great.

I love the interaction with each other. I love Cam Alpha personality, because he does not over do it.

Bo, is a hot mess. He is the definition of crazy, manipulative and stalker all in one. He was wrong in

every way. Can wait to read Harper and Elyse story, Jones seems to be mysterious and I want

know about him. It was great to Jake and Charlie again. Love it!

I gave Kasey Martin Devilish Intention 5 stars I enjoyed the book from beginning to end. I love Eden

Lancaster and Camedon Price the chemistry between those two was Hot hot hot and steamy at

fight sight.  reader if you looking for a book that start out slow with they main character getting

together and once they get together it will be hard for anyone too break them apart. Download this

book you will not be disappointed well done Kasey Martin another winner.

Fun book! Lots of hot scenes and great characters. I loved that, despite his proclivities, we see him

putting in work to build their relationship before jumping in the sack. I also liked that I could envision

several spin offs from this book but that it didn't take away from the current story. I do think the

mystery could've been handled in a less "clunky" manner but it was still a fun read.

Another well written story about a man and woman falling in love with each other despite outside

influences. If you are looking for love with a little bit of exotic experience, some suspense and some

drama. You will love this book. It was an easy read and it was not hard to be enthralled in the

storyline.

I love it need to know about her sister story it was a great read She a great author I

Really nice read. Would recommend this book. Author did not disappoint. Camedon & Eden come

together during a time when both are dealing with personnel issues from sabotage to unknown and

surprise enemies. The twist and turns with the secondary characters throughout has the book

moving at a smooth pace. The sex scenes are hot.

First things first, I want to be Eden's friend. She was around a lot of sexy men. Ok now my review. I

really enjoyed it. This story had the right amount of suspense, crazy, romance, humor and sex. I

was happy to read about a sistah who stood her ground when it came to a cheating ex. Bo got



exactly what he deserved. One thing I have to say before I go, I want me a Camedon. Another book

bae added to my list.
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